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ABSTRACT. Numbers can be understood as signs the signified aspects of which (Saussurian signifié, signatum)
constituting “the plane of content” can be translated into a special language of the mathematical theory of numbers.
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According to the way how the signifying side of num-
bers (signifiant, signans, signifiers) that is, the “plane of ex-
pression”, has been shaped, it is possible to distinguish be-
tween the following types of semiotic systems of numbers.

1. Gesture numbers
It can be supposed that the existence of a special

system of finger counting is universal. Some types of
such gesture numbers exist in all the known human
cultures particularly in those so-called “primitive” ones
that do not know the advantage of special written signs
with numerical value. Languages of gestures belong to
those systems of signs that are widely used as substi-
tutes of natural language. In modern societies gestures
substitute natural phonemic language only in some
pathological cases (such as the communication of deaf-
mute people) as well as in some exceptional social situ-
ations (such as a prohibition to speak in connection
with funerary rites of Aranta people in Australia). But
the extraordinary importance of this type of semiotic
systems not only for communication (particularly be-
tween tribes speaking different phonemic languages),
but also for the archaic intellectual processes still might
have been observed among American Indians in the
XIX century. The great American anthropologist
Cushing (1857-1900) who had been introduced into the
mysteries of the Zuñi tribe stressed the uniformity of
the gesture sign systems, particularly signs of finger

counting, for different tribes of the American Indians1.
He performed an experiment that Levi-Bruhl called pos-
sible for a genius only: he achieved the formation of
manual concepts connected to gestures2. It was only
in XX century that the experiment was appreciated and
repeated by the great Russian film director and a fore-
runner of semiotics Sergei Eisenstein who was fasci-
nated with Cushing’s discovery3.

To the semantic fields in which for a long time ges-
ture signs had coexisted with their synonyms in natural
language (originally their own linguistic names) the
system of finger counting belonged. The link between
counting and gestures of fingers goes back to the an-
cient period when the left parietal zone of the brain of
the Homo Sapiens Sapiens has been shaped. A damage
to this zone may result both in finger agnosia (incapac-
ity to recognize one’s own fingers) and acalculia (inca-
pacity to count4) observed in the Gerstmann syndrome5.
As it is found that not only fingers, but toes as well
might suffer in such cases6 one may suppose that the
use both of the hands and feet as instruments for count-

1 Cushing 1990, pp. 98-99.
2 Cushing 1892.
3 Eisenstein  2002; Ivanov 1998, vol. I, p. 496.
4 Dehaene, Cohen 1991.
5 Critchley 1966;  Ivanov 1998, vol.I,  pp. 421-422,  463,

Mayer, Martory, Pegna, Landis, Delavelle and Annoni 1999;
Gruber, Indefrey, Steinmetz, and Kleinschmidt 2001.

6 Tucha, Steup,  Smely and Lange 1997.
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ing goes back to a very old time of the human intellec-
tual and neurosemiotic development. In the systems of
counting of many primitive tribes the most important
numbers are 5 (designated sometimes as “hand”) and
10 (“two hands”). The upper limit of counting and also
a measure of the very large number is supposed to be
20 which represents the sum of both the hands (fin-
gers) and the feet (toes). To express higher numbers
some ethnic groups on the New Guinea and in other
places of the world use also different additional parts
of the body (elbows, shoulders etc.). Still the possibili-
ties of such semiotic application of a set of the discrete
elements of our organism are restricted. The quantity
of the numbers permitted in such systems is rather small;
it does not exceed several tens. Some representatives
of these cultures refuse to discuss larger numbers con-
sidering them to be “inventions of the white people”7;
such monstrous numbers are considered to be danger-
ous. Most native peoples of Australia and the Pacific
area have continued to use similar archaic systems of
body parts counting until the XX century. It may be
supposed that in this particular sphere a shift to the
oral language from a gesture code occurred relatively
late. As Vygotsky remarked in his studies of the fossil-
ized traces of ancient signs in the behavior of modern
men, early finger counting is an elementary form of cul-
tural arithmetic8. It appears both among small children
in modern cities and in the ancient societies as the Egyp-
tian one where it was necessary to show one’s ability
for finger counting to reach the privileged position in
the Netherworld. The first historically known system of
finger counting has been preserved in the Ancient Egyp-
tian poem dedicated to this problem9. The Ancient Egyp-
tian finger counting can be described in relation to the
first 10 numbers in a way shown in the Table 1.

2. Numerals
If there is sufficient evidence to study etymology of

numerals in natural languages it appears very often that
they were related originally to the names of fingers, toes
and other parts of the body11, on the one hand, and to

the movements necessary for making corresponding ges-
tures (as in Zulu), on the other hand. Thus the primary
role of gestures in this field of communication can be
proved by historical linguistics. The relation of the nu-
meral ‘5’ to the name of “hand” is almost universal: it can
be seen in many American Indian Languages12 as well as
in Indo-European (cf. the relation of the words like En-
glish five- fist and cognate forms in other related lan-
guages13) and in many other linguistic families of the
Old World14. In the same semantic sphere the origin of
the importance of numbers 10 (=5•2 referring either to all
the fingers i.e. to two hands or to all the toes) and 20
(=5•2 + 5•2, all the fingers and all the toes, see above)
can be originally sought (cf. for instance in Old Tupi che
po che py “20 = my hands and my feet”).

But later on the traces of the vigesimal count in such
languages as Romance and Celtic can be explained by
strictly linguistic facts as a possible substrate influence
of the Basque type (having parallels also in Kartvelian
and Burushaski)15. Early systems of counting are very
important for the culture as a whole. That explains why
in this part of the vocabulary there are many later bor-
rowings and cases of loan-translation due to later cul-
tural interference. A language of a later period may have
at the same time two different systems of numerals as in
Japanese where besides a native inherited structure with
a kind of ablaut relations (Old Japanese fito ‘1’: futa “2”
etc.16) an ancient Chinese system of numerals is used (in

7 Frolov 1974; Ivanov 1998, vol. I, p. 466; Closs 1996. A
partial interesting typological parallel may be seen in modern
mathematics in the views of the intuitive school of Brower
(and later in A.A.Markov’s constructive mathematics) that
insisted on the necessity of  showing the concrete ways of
building numbers rejecting the  traditional view of their poten-
tial existence.

8 Vygotsky 1978; Luria and  Vygotsky 1992 (a chapter
on number was written by Vygotsky).

9 Sethe 1918, Ivanov 1998, vol.I, pp. 463-465.
10 Neugebauer 1993.
11 Majewicz 1981; Blažek 1999, particularly pp. 324-

336 (with the conclusion that “the man is the measure of
himself’).

12 Closs 1996.
13 Gamkrelidze, Ivanov 1995, II, p. 747 (and other traces

of the finger counting discussed there, pp. 746-748 with lit-
erature), Blažek 1999, pp.225-229.

14 Blažek 1999, pp.7, 19-20, 38-39, 105 a.o.
15 Cf. the identical inner form of Basque laur-ogei

“80=4•20”, French quatre-vignt, Georgian ¬ an-""ogo,
Burushaski walti alt∂r. See remarks on such parallels in: Price
1992, pp.466-469; Blažek 1999, pp.333-334. The first to sug-
gest a possible link between Basque and Burushaski was N.Ja.
Marr. In his works of the early 1920s he considered them as
belonging to one linguistic family called “Japhetic” that in-
cluded also Yenisseyan Ket and thus in a way was compa-
rable (with some important differences) to the “Northern Cau-
casian – Yenisseyan - Tibetan - Chinese” macrofamily as re-
cently supposed by the late S.A. Starostin. Marr was also
among the pioneers of broad linguistic work on numerals. He
edited a first collective volume on the topic that contained  his
important general remarks on  their relation to gestures:  Marr
1927, pp.84-86. Among his numerous most intriguing unpub-
lished materials there are interesting notes on the writing signs
of Glozél (St.Petersburg Archive of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, Marr, 2941/477 and 6084/ A-3032) that have still
remained unexplained despite the efforts of a number of schol-
ars (Hitz 1997-1998; 2004). The problem might be important
for defining the early evolution of written symbols including
those for numbers.

16 Ivanov 1977; Blažek 1999, pp. 132-136, 328 (with
bibliography).
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a relatively archaic phonetic form of the period when it
had been borrowed; these numerals are so close to the
ancient Tibeto-Chinese ones that there might have been
an illusion of a possibility of reconstructing unified pro-
totypes for all these languages although Japanese had
originally belonged to a completely different – Altaic-
family having also some early Austronesian borrowings).
Early loan-words of such a linguistic zone (“Sprachbund”)
type are supposed in Kartvelian forms of numerals ‘4’
and “6” borrowed from Indo-European and in several
other Kartvelian numerals (as that for “9”17) having ex-
act parallels in Semitic. Due to such areal repeated bor-
rowing of numerals some of them (as for instance the
numeral ‘2’ in a form resembling the English two) have
been spread across different linguistic zones and leagues
of languages of Eurasia and neighboring parts of the
world.

In the last years a discussion has started on the
place of the border seen in natural languages between
basic or primitive numerals and the rest of the words of
this class18. It can be established on the base of the
systems of languages with a minimal number of numer-
als as well as due to the discovery of the primitive roots
from which all the secondary numerals are derived in a
given system; also one may use the results of the study
of syntactic19, morphological- derivational and inflec-
tional- and etymological features of the numerals de-
noting the initial numbers of the natural row. In many
languages the border divides the numeral “two” from
the rest; the role of the dual number as a grammatical
category opposed to the Singular and Plural forms is

also important from this point of view (in some lan-
guages the dual forms are derived from combinations
with this numeral that also plays an important role in
the structure of some ancient texts20). In many lan-
guages of the Southern and Northern America, Oceania,
Australia21, Tasmania, New Guinea, Africa all the num-
bers above 2 are expressed by the combinations of the
signs for the first two numbers. In Southern America
there are systems with a border dividing ‘3’ from the
rest22 (in some languages there are grammatical forms
denoting three objects). Although the number 4 has
been established as a limit of the human short-term
memory23, most languages showing a corresponding
border belong to one (Indo-European) family. Similar
data from other areas are not numerous24. Languages
differ according to which numbers are chosen as primi-
tive (basic) and what are the principles of their combi-
nations in higher order (secondary) numerals. One lan-
guage may use two principles simultaneously: in
Sumerian there are traces both of a quinary system of
counting (as in i-min “7”: i”5"; min “2”) and a ternary
one (using for counting days for instance)25.

In an overwhelming majority of the oral (natural) lan-
guages there are special words expressing numbers. Re-
cently it has been supposed that numerals do not exist
at all in such an Amazonian language (of the Muru fam-
ily) as Pirahã 26. But it may be supposed that still in this
language there are words for 1 and 2 although they have
also meaning “small, little” (Pirahã hói with a falling tone)

17 Marr 1925, pp. 74, 77; Klimov 1967; Blažek 1999,
pp. 80-88.

18 Hurford 1987, 2001; 2003; Dehaene, Mehler 1992;
Dehaene 2001; Rutkowski 2003; Hammarström 2004, Heine
1997. From previous works one should consult first of all
Greenberg 1978, Gonda 1953; McGee 1897-1898.

19 On syntactic peculiarities of the Indo-European nu-
merals in which the group 2-3-4- is opposed to 5…-(as in
Modern Russian dva, tri, chetyre cheloveka “2.3,4 +Genitive
Singular of the dependent noun ‘man’”, but five lyudey “5..+
Genitive Plural ‘men’”) cf. Ivanov 1996, p.705 (with the lit-
erature).

20 Ivanov 1996, p. 712.
21 For semiotic studies a comparison of the role of the

binary numerical structures with the numeral ‘2’ in Australian
languages (Dixon 1980, cf. Curr 1886-1887) and dual anthro-
pological systems is important.

22 Greene 1997. On American Indian as a whole cf. also
Closs 1996.

23 Cowan 2001; Rutkowski 2003.
24 Hammarström 2004. Cf. Hurford 1987; 2001; 2003;

Beeler 1967, 1986; Grasso 1939. Especially intriguing seems
the etymology of the Hittite kutri - «number» < *“4“ (Ivanov
1998, vol. I, p. 526).

25 Diakonoff 1983; Blažek 1999, p. 331.
26 Gordon 2004; Everett 2005; Ivanov 2005.

Table 1
The Ancient Egyptian finger counting: 1-10.

Hand   Finger         

left right 
thumb 1 10 

forefinger 2 9 

middle 3 8 

ring-finger 4 7 
little 5 6 
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and “a larger quantity” (Pirahã hoí with a rising tone).
All the other numerals (that did exist in the extinct lan-
guages of the Muru family) seem to have disappeared. It
can be supposed that in such exceptional cases the dif-
ferences are expressed mainly through gestures, as nu-
merals are not sufficient for a non-ambiguous descrip-
tion of the numbers, see the Table 1.

Not only in Pirahã, but also in some other lan-
guages of this part of the Western Amazonian area as
in Munduruku (Tupi-Guarani family) the numerals ex-
press only the first two whole numbers (1 and 2), the
rest is described by reference to the hand gestures and
their combinations28, see Table 2.

In these Amazonian languages the ability to per-
ceive differences between few things and a much larger
amount has been preserved, but as a more qualitative
one29. The numerals are not used to express this shade
of meaning. As recent studies in zoosemiotics have
shown several species of animals (starting with some
fishes and birds and going up the evolutionary ladder
to dolphins and apes30) can give an approximate evalu-

ation of quantity that seems to be present also in small
children in the very early period of their intellectual
development according to Piaget31. This archaic ability
is known in the primitive tribes the members of which
can easily check the wholeness of a certain set of ob-
jects (for instance, a herd of cattle) without counting
them. For this capacity to be realized the numerals are
not necessary and that may be one of the reasons of
their disappearance32 in some primitive languages as in
Pirahã. In archaic mythological stories while speaking
of very large numbers the authors use an expression
like “there was no way to count (them)” (e.g. Hurrian
širi-manga tid-i-bade= Hittite kappuwa-uwar NU.GÁL
in an Old Hurrian-Middle Hittite bilingual text33); such
large numbers are typical for mythological exaggera-
tion; that is why absence of mythology in South Ameri-
can traditions like the one known through Pirahã texts
may be responsible for the lack of numbers above very
small ones. A series of experiments has demonstrated
the difference between two mental concepts of quan-
tity; the one that defines an exact number of objects
and another one that evaluates their approximate mag-
nitude (that might be very large, but is not represented
by numerical symbols)34. The modern systems of count-

27 A metalinguistic notation / means switching from one
finger to another in the framework of one complex gesture, +
means juxtaposition of two finger gestures.

28 Pica, Lemer, Izard, Dehaene 2004 (cf. Crofts 1973,
p.160, NN 213-217, for a description of a previous state of
the language). Compare the recent investigation of the semiotic
spatial (geometric) notions of the same tribe: Dehaene, Izard,
Pica, Spelke 2006.

29 Gelman and Gallistal 2004.
30 Davis and Pérusse 1988; Boysen and Copaldi 1993;

Gallistel 1990; Dehaene 1997; Dehaene, Molko, Cohen, Wil-
son 2004; Wiese 2003, pp.95-107. At the same time it is
possible to train monkeys and apes to use numerical symbols:
Matsutzawa 1985; Brannon and Terrace 1998.

31 Wiese 2003, pp.151-179.
32 See on this process also Schuhmacher 1975.
33 See the text with comments and further bibliography:

Wegner 2000, S. 186-188. Jaan Puhvel has found a wonderful
etymology of the Hittte kappuwa - ‘count’ which he had
identified to Latin com-puto (<*kom-+pu-), Puhvel 1997. It
can suggest an ancient Indo-European prototype for the mod-
ern term for “computer“ (in Hittite most contexts for the
word were of a ritual and mythological type).

34 Fias, Lammertyn, Reynvoet, Dupont and Orban, 2003;
Dehaene, Cohen 1991; Dehaene, Molko, Cohen, Wilson 2004.

Table 2
An example of  designation of numbers in Pirahã  (according to P. Gordon, K.Everett and P.Everett)

Number of objects Quantitative words for numerals Finger numbers 

1 hói  “very small number or size, 1”   - 
2 hoí «a larger number or size, 2» 2 
3 hoí «a larger number or size», 

2»+ bá à gì sò «many» 
3 

4 hoí «a larger number or size, 
2»+ bá à gì sò «many» 

5/327 

5 bá à gì sò «many» 5 
6 bá à gì sò «many» 6/7 

7 hói  «very small  
number or size, 1» 

1 + 5/8 

8 - 5/8/10 
9 bá à gì sò «many» 5/10 

10 - 5 
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ing combine these two approaches35 called by Leibniz
who had first discovered them as continuous versus
discrete. Modern methods to evaluate quantity in an
approximate manner have been enriched by the use of
computers. At the same time for the modern scientific
view of the world a definition of several very large num-
bers seems particularly important36.

To understand cultural differences in number rep-
resentation grammatical features of numerical expres-
sions are important. In the area of Western Brazil to
which Pirahã belongs usually numerical expressions are
used in verbal constructions only: Arara Caro ma’wit
ip #iy matet iagárokûm-nem “yesterday a man has (in
a “binary” manner) caught [two] fishes”37; Hixcaryana
nyamoro marma n-oknomtxowni asako marma «they
have remained, only [two] (of them) remained in a dual
way»38. This areal feature may be connected to a domi-
nant role of verb as opposed to noun in Amazonian
and other American Indian languages39. In Kwaza (a
language of the Pirahã zone according to Cysoew) verbs
are built on the base of numerals: ka’nwã aky-‘kai e’mã
ele’le-tse «a car has over-two-leg (classifier)-three (=
four wheels)”40. I in Paumari (a language of the same
zone) a verbal prefix (vi-, 3 Person Plural.) appears in a
numeral: vi-kha-mai-’a-ha adani ija’ari vi-‘bami-ki
«the people has come to a neighboring house- there
were three of them»41. It seems that the development of

mathematics as a science has been made possible in
those languages where the numbers were represented
as nouns similar to words for objects (in Frege’s sense)
and not to predicates.

3. Paleolithic Tallies and Notches
The oldest archaeological traces of a visual system

(outside the human body) that encoded the earlier fin-
ger count are supposed to be seen on the Paleolithic
monuments. According to an important hypothesis put
forward almost simultaneously by Marshack42 and
Frolov43 the oldest tallies have numerical function. Tal-
lies and notches that were made with straight lines at
the earliest period were divided into sets in each of
which there were 5 or 10 members. That makes a com-
parison to finger counting probable. Marshack supposes
that some groups of signs represent a lunar calendar. If
these signs started to be related to some objects in the
skies one might think of the beginning of the use of
such representations of numbers in paleoastronomy.
Later on it might have led to building of some struc-
tures of the Stonehenge type where the number code
had been represented in a more complex manner.

4. Tokens (three-dimensional signs)
At the early Neolithic time the development of pre-

writing devices was caused by the new functional needs
of a growing food-producing society. As supposed by
Schmandt-Besserat44 tokens considered by her as the
first precursors of writing appeared after the Neolithic
revolution in connection with the necessities of devel-
oping economy of production.

 In several natural languages numerical quantifi-
ers exist. They are used with specific nouns denoting

35 Spelke, Tsivkin 2001.
36 Rees 1999.
37 Dryer 2005, p. 363; Cysouw n.d.
38 Derbyshire 1986, p. 292, Supplement, sentence 65.
39 Cf. Ivanov 1988, p. 122-124; 1996, p. 707; 1997; Sasse

1993. In the languages of Siberia a similar picture is seen in
Yukagir where both numerals and adjectives are rendered as
verbs.

40 Van der Voort 2004, p. 215. In Kwaza (as also in
Pirahã) the old names of fingers have disappeared and the
number has not been expressed grammatically.

41 Chapman and Derbyshire 1991, p.255.

42 Marschak 1991.
43 Frolov 1974.
44 Schmandt-Besserat 1992.

Table 3
Numbers and quantitative words in Munduruku (after  Pica, Lemer, Izard, Dehaene)

Number, quantity Word Meaning and the inner form 

1 pūg, pūg ma  1 

2 xep xep eba 2 
2 hands 

3 eba- pūg 3=2 hands +1 

4 eba-dip-dip 4=2 hands +1+1 

5 pūg pōgbi 1 hand 

adesū «few » 
burumākū «small quantity» 

Words designating 
quantity 

ade «many» 
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objects to be counted. A similar tactile and visual three-
dimensional system has been developed after the
Neolithic revolution covering the whole area of the
Ancient Near East. The main step in developing this
notation had consisted in the representation of the
tokens on the envelope containing the signs them-
selves. The cuneiform writing in its primitive form
started from these “metasemiotic “ two-dimensional
signs representing the three-dimensional sculptured
ones; they included signs for number of certain im-
portant objects.

5. Written Symbols
The earliest known systems of writing used mostly

logograms45 to represent numbers; only in some rare
cases the numerals were written in a phonetic (syllabic)
way; typologically it is similar to the predominant use
of logograms to represent numbers in the modern al-
phabetic systems of writing.

Some of the written signs used in classical antiq-
uity and inherited by later European cultures have pre-
served old features transferred from the earlier signifiers.
The subtractive inner structure of such Roman signs as
IV (=5-1) and IX (=10-1) is based on the subtractive
principle used in many Etruscan numerals that influ-
enced the Roman representation of numbers. This sub-
tractive principle continued one of the possible varia-
tions of the finger counting in some Eurasian lan-
guages46. It is possible that Etruscans brought this fea-
ture of their numerals (in the oral language as well as in
writing) from Asia Minor where such written forms are
known in the ancient Lycian tradition of representing
numerals.

47 Gamkrelidze 2006, p. 183.
48 Kaplan 1999, pp.41-48; Ifrah 2000, pp.368-406, 433,

437-438, 483, 509, 534 ; Ivanov 2004, p. 9, fn.3.

From a semiotic point of view, one can consider the
culture of Athens as belonging to an alphabetic type, as
distinguished from the predominantly hieroglyphic type
of almost all the preceding large cities in the history of
culture. The use of a relatively small system of discrete
elements, the combination of which causing all following
steps to be deduced, is important not only for alphabetic
writing, but also for the development of other related
semiotic systems such as mathematics, logic, philoso-
phy. The coincidence of some basic features of the main
semiotic systems is revealed in the formal connection
between alphabetic order and the natural row of num-
bers: α = 1, β = 2, γ = 3, etc.; also compare the use of
linguistic metaphors to clarify the atomic concept of the
world as consisting of the combinations of οτοιχεíα “el-
ements”. In a later development of some alphabetic sys-
tems that descend from the Greek one most signs have
preserved both phonetic and numeric value, but some
symbols (“episemons”) that were not used phonetically
still retained numerical values47. From the notional point
of view (of the plane of content) among the new con-
cepts that were introduced into the highly developed
systems of the ancient cultures of the Old and New World
the sign for zero is particularly interesting. For the semiotic
study it seems important that the Old Indian sign for the
zero º (Sanskrit úûnya-cakra- “zero=empty- circle”) is used
in the two branches of ancient knowledge that had flour-
ished in India several thousand years ago: in mathemat-
ics and linguistics48 (where one still speaks of a zero
ending of a word continuing the discovery of the An-
cient Indian linguists). On this example one may see that
the studies of the history of numbers in general may
become important for these sciences as well as for other
disciplines close to semiotics.

45 Gelb 1952.
46 Ivanov 1977 (with literature).
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semiotika da enaTmecniereba

ricxvis semiotikis Sesaxeb

viaCeslav ivanovi

kaliforniis universiteti, los-anjelesi, aSS

`ricxvi~ SeiZleba ganxilul iqnes rogorc ̀ niSnebi~ semiotikuri gagebiT, romelTa ̀ aRsaniSnebi~
(sosiuris signifié, signatum), enis `Sinaarsis planis erTeulebi _ SesaZlebelia Targmnil iqnes
ricxvTa maTematikuri Teoriis enaze. imisda mixedviT, Tu rogor gamoixateba `ricxvi~ (signifiant,
signans), e.i. Tu rogor formdeba ̀ ricxvTa gamoxatulebis plani~, SesaZlebelia gamovyoT ricxvTa
semiotikuri sistemis Semdegi tipebi:

1. JestebiT gamoxatuli ricxvi;
2. ricxviTi saxelebi;
3. paleoliTuri periodis xeze amoWrili naWdevebi;
4. simboloebi (samganzomilebiani niSnebi);
5. werilobiTi niSnebi.
ganixileba `ricxvTa~ aRwerili tipebis magaliTebi sxvadasxva sistemis enebSi.
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